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IN 1HE COMPETITION TRIBUNAL 

IN THE MATTER OF an Application by the Director of 
Investigation and Research under sections. 79 of the 
Competition Act R.S.C. 1985 c. C-34, as amended. 

AND IN THE MAITER OF certa.in practices by Laidlaw Waste 
Systems Ltd. in the communities of Cowichan Valley Regional 
District, Nanaimo Regional District and the District of Campbell 
River, British Columbia 

BETWEEN: 

AFFIPAVIT 

I, ROGER. G. NOLL, of the City of Palo Alto, California, make oath and 

say as follows: 

1. I am the Morris M. Doyle Centennial Professor of Public Policy in the 

Department of Economics at Stanford University. I have been retained by 

CoWlsel for the Director of Investigation and Research to undertake an 

economic analysis of the competitive effects of the customer contracts used by 

Laidlaw Waste Systems Ltd., on issues pertaining to the Director's application 



in this matter. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" to this my Affidavit is a true 

copy of the report prepared for the Application pursuant to the aforesaid 

request. 

2. I have extensive experience in antitrust economics, and have worked 

as a comultant to the United States Antitrust Division of the Department of 

Justice and the Federal Trade Commission on antitrust issues. I have testified 

as an expert on antitrust economics in numerous trials, depositions and 

hearings. I have also written extensively in the field of public policies 

towards business, including antitrust analysis. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" 

is a true copy of my complete curriculum vitae, listing my professional 

experience and my publications . 

.,. 

~~aA-UL 
SWORN before me at the ) 
City of Palo Alto, in the ) 
State 9J California, ) 
this/J th day of September, ) 
1991. 



Exhibit "A" 

IN THE COMPETITION TRIBUNAL 

IN THE MA TIER OF an Application by the Director of 
Investigation and Research under sections. 79 of the 
Competition Act R.S.C. 1985 c. C-34, as amended. 

AND IN THE MATIER OF certain practices by Laidlaw Waste 
Systems Ltd. in the communities of Cowichan Valley Regional 
District, Nanaimo Regional District and the District of Campbell 
River, British Columbia 

BETWEEN: 

The Director of Investigation and Research 

Applicant 

and 

Laidlaw Waste Systems Ltd. 

Respondent 

AFFIDAVIT EVIDENCE OF ROGER G. NOLL 

I. Introduction 

1. I have been requested by counsel for the Director of Investigation and 

and Research to provide a written analysis of the effects of the contract forms 

used by Laidlaw Waste Systems Ltd., on the nature and extent of competition 

for providing containerized, nontoxic solid waste removal and disposal to 

commercial customers in the Cowichan Valley Regional District, the District 
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of Campbell River, and the Nanaimo Regional District. Specifically, I have 

been asked to exarliine the relationship between these contract forms and the 

issues of market definition, market power, and abuse of dominant position in 

the application of the Director of Investigation and Research under Section 79 

of the Competition Act regarding the practic~ of Laidlaw Waste Systems in 

these three areas. 

2. My report and opinions are based on my professional training and 

experience as an economist and my review of documents provided by the 

office of the Director. In this connection, I have reviewed pleadings, 

transcripts, documents produced on discovery, and documents of a general 

nature pertaining to this Application that were provided by counsel. 

3. Section II of this report contains a brief description of the essential facts 

about the contract forms used by Laidlaw and the actions of the company to 

force compliance with these contracts. Section m contains my analysis of the 

effects of the contract forms and Laidlaw's actions to enforce them on 

competition for containerized solid waste disposal service in the three 

geographic areas listed above. 

II. Essential Facts 

4. At the time of discovery of documents in connection with the 

aforementioned Application, six different contract forms were in force for 

some customers in the three districts listed above. Copies of these contract 

forms are included in this report as Appendix 1. The first two contract forms, 

labelled "TOC #l" and "TOC #IN" in the Appendix, are essentially identical, 
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and henceforth will be referenced as Contract Form #1. The forms labelled 

"TOC #2", ''TOC #3" and "TOC #5" will be referenced herein as Contract 

Form #2, Contract Form #3* and Contract Form #5, respectively. The 

numbering of the contract forms corresponds roughly to the sequence in 

which they were introduced, with Contract Form #1 the oldest and Contract 

Form #5 the newest. As a practical matter, as of mid-1991 about eighty 

percent of the contracts in force in the three geographic areas were Contract 

Form #3, and most of the rest were Contract #1. 

5. Table 1 summarizes the provisions of all of the contract forms that are 

at issue in the application. The seven provisions constituting the first 

column of the Table are defined as follows. "Automatic Price Change" refers 

to provisions in the contract that enable Laidlaw to pass through certain cost 

increases to its customer. All of the contract forms except for Contract Form 

#5 are essentially identical in this regard, enabling Laidlaw to pass through 

only increases in the charges to the company for disposing of waste at 

landfills. Contract Form #5 expands the items subject to automatic cost pass 

through to (a) taxes, duties and levies; (b) fuel costs; and (c) landfill disposal 

charges. 

6. "Negative Option Price Changes" refers to nonautomatic price 

• Note: At the last moment a new form of contract was identified by Laidlaw, labelled 
"TOC 4" enclosed in Appendix 1, which is essentially identical to the front of Contract 
Form #3 but two general conditions found on the back are different. Namely, (i) the 
"Automatic Price Change" expands the automatic cost pass through items to include taxes, 
duties and levies, and (ii) the "Customer Cancellation" is similar to that found in Contract 

Form #5 in that cancellation payment requires thirty percent of the remaining payment 
obligations for the contract. Because this contract form arrived so late, it is not analyyzed 

separately in this report. 
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6. "Negative Option Price Changes" refers to nonautomatic price 

increases whereby customers are assumed to accept a price change if they do 

not explicitly notify the seller that they reject it. The four contract forms are 

all quite different with respect to provisions for nonautomatic price increases. 

Contract Form #l allows nonautomatic price changes only by mutual 

agreement after a forty day notice, but does not specify how the buyer must 

express acceptance or rejection. Contract Forms #2 and #3 contain provisions 

whereby Laidlaw can propose price increases which will then become 

amendments to the pricing provisions of the contract if the customer does 

not object. Contract Form #5 also allows changes by mutual agreement, but 

has no notice requirement. Form #5 states that the buyer's agreement will be 

determined by "actions and practices". Contract Forms #2 and #3 clearly 

contain a negative option because both state that the customer is assumed to 

agree to a proposed price increase if no objection is received within 15 days. 

These forms also enable Laidlaw to cancel the contract if the customer objects 

to the price increase, but these forms differ with respect to the notification 

requirement. Contract Form #2 requires a 30 day cancellation notice from 

Laidlaw, whereas Contract Form #3 shortens the notice requirement to ten 

days. Contract Form #5 as written is more ambiguous, for it does not state 

precisely what is meant by the buyer's "actions and practices". If Laidlaw 

interprets simply paying the first bill with a higher price as an action implying 

agreement, then Contract #5 also can be regarded as containing a negative 

option. 

7. "Term" refers to the duration of the contract and whether it is 

exclusive. All contract forms contain a 3 year term; however, approximately 

five percent of the contracts have been amended to provide for a shorter 
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term. All contract forms give Laidlaw the exclusive right to collect non

hazardous solid waste for the term of the contract. 

8. "Rollover" refers to provisions in the contract that can lead to its 

automatic renewal into perpetuity. All contract forms contain the same basic 

provision: if the customer does not notify Laidlaw by registered mail sixty 

days before the expiration of the agreement of intention to terminate, the 

contract is automatically renewed for a period equal in length to its original 

term (usually three years). The contracts contain no provisions limiting the 

number of times that they can be automatically renewed in this manner. 

9. "Customer Cancellation" refers to provisions defining the rights and 

obligations of customers to cancel service before the end of the contract's 

term. Contract Form #1 contains no such provisions. Contract Form #2 and 

subsequent forms allow customers to cancel the agreement on thirty days' 

notice if they are going out of business or moving to an area not served by 

Laidlaw. Contract Forms #1 and #2 contain no provisions regarding breach 

or cancellation of the contract for other reasons. In Contract Form #3, the 

damages for premature cancellation are six times the monthly payment. In 

Contract Form #5, these cancellation payment requirements equal thirty 

percent of the remaining payment obligations for the contract. 
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TABLE 1: COMPARISONS OF CONTAINER SERVICE AGREEMENTS 

Contract Form Number 

Provisions #1 #2 

1. Automatic Price a. landfill charges a. same 
Change 

2. Negative Option 
Price Changes 

3 . Term 

4 . Rollover 

5. Customer 
Cancellation 

6. Right to Compete 

7. Right of 
Refusal 

a. Price change by 
mutual agreement 
(30 days notice) 

a. 3 year,exclusive 

a. Automatic 
renewal unless 60 
day written notice 

a. no provisions 

a. Must offer 
opportunity to 
match 
b. Obligation to 
90 days after 
termination 
c. 14 day response 

a. Must accept 
matching bid 

a. same 
b. agreement 
implied after 15 
days 
c. Laidlaw can 
cancel if price 
rejected (30 day 
notice) 

a. same 

a. same 

a. Only if go out
of-business or move 
out of Laidlaw area 
b. 30 day notice 

a. Notify about 
terms of offer 
b. Obligation to 
termination 
c. same 

a. none 

#3 

a. same 

a. and b. same 
c. same, except 
10 day notice 

a. same 

a. same 

a. same 
b. liquidated 
damages six 
months' fees 

a . , b. , c. , same 

a. none 

#5 

a. landfill charges 
b. taxes, duties 
and levies 
c. fuel costs 

a. same, but no 
notice 
b. no timing 
provision 
c. acceptance by 
actions and 
practices 

a. same 

a. same 

a. same 
b. liquidated 
damages, 30% of 
remaining fees 

a. none 

a. none 
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10. "Right to Compete" refers to provisions in the agreement that give 

Laidlaw the right to match or beat competing service agreements after 

termination of the contract. In Contract Form #1, Laidlaw required the 

customer to give Laidlaw the right to match ~y competing offer for waste 

removal service until 90 days after the termination of the Laidlaw agreement. 

The customer was required to provide the terms of another offer to Laidlaw, 

and to give Laidlaw 14 days to respond. Contract Forms #2 and #3 contain the 

same provisions about informing Laidlaw of the terms of another offer and 

with respect to a 14 day response time; however, they do not contain the 

language extending the obligation past the termination of the contract. 

Contract Form #5 contains no provisions of this type. 

11. "Right of Refusal" refers to a provision obligating the customer to 

accept a bid for renewal of the relationship with Laidlaw if the latter matches 

a competitive offer. This provision was contained only in Contract Form #1. 

12. Laidlaw has pursued several policies to indicate its resolve to enforce 

its contractual provisions stringently. Specifically, it has warned customers 

that it will pursue legal action when customers attempt to cancel service. 

Laidlaw has also warned competitors that it will pursue legal action for 

interfering with its contractual relationships when competitors reach 

agreements with Laidlaw customers, and in two instances has brought legal 

action against competitors on these grounds. 

13. Laidlaw aggressively pursues a policy of requiring that its customers 

sign long-term, exclusive service agreements, and as a practical matter almost 
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all of its customers do sign such contracts. In only a relatively few cases (less 

than seven percent) does Laidlaw agree to amend the contract forms with 

respect to any of the provisions listed in Table 1. 

14. In each of the geographic areas at issue in this application, Laidlaw 

accounts for all or nearly all of commercial containerized nontoxic solid waste 

removal and disposal services. Laidlaw has acquired a dominant position in 

these areas in part by acquiring other providers of this service. 

III. Analysis 

15. My work on this matter has focused on the economic effects of the 

container service agreements used by Laidlaw Waste Systems Ltd. In reading 

these contracts and other documents that are part of the record of this 

Application, I have focused my attention on the provisions summarized in 

Table 1. My reasons for doing so are that these provisions define the most 

important obligations of Laidlaw's customers and have been the focus of this 

proceeding and other legal actions. My conclusions from this analysis are that 

Laidlaw's contract forms create a significant barrier to entry, that these 

provisions have no legitimate efficiency rationale, and that, as a result, these 

contracts are anticompetitive and should be prohibited. This section of my 

report explains the reasoning behind my conclusions. 

16. In evaluating contract forms, account must be taken of both the 

positive and negative economic consequences of relatively permanent 

binding agreements between a buyer and a seller. Long-term, exclusive 

contracts can contribute to economic efficiency, and thereby benefit 
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consumers, in two ways. First, contracts can specify the allocation of future 

business risks between a buyer and a seller. Risk in business refers to the 

uncertainties associated with future prices of outputs and inputs, as affected 

by unanticipated changes in the availability of resources, the tastes of end 

users, and the production technology used by both -he buyer and the seller. 

The inevitable effect of risk is that greater risk, on balance, raises the cost of 

doing business. The reason is that businesses must make investments today 

at known prices for the purposes of participating in future markets having 

uncertain prices and other conditions. Hence, after the fact, a business is 

almost always in the position of having made the "wrong" investment, given 

the market conditions that actually emerge as time passes. 

17. Whereas all businesses regard risk as costly, not all businesses 

experience the same cost for undertaking risky activities. In general, a 

company that bears a large number of different (independent) risks will suffer 

less costs, simply because the "good" outcomes will tend to be roughly equally 

balanced with the ''bad" outcomes. In addition, some kinds of businesses 

have inherently more flexibility in responding to unexpected changes in a 

market than do others. Thus, some firms may be easily able to respond to an 

increase in the price of an input by finding a good substitute, while others, 

because of the nature of their production technology, may have no good 

substitute available. A contract between a buyer and a seller can be useful to 

both if it assigns their common business risks to the party that can more 

cheaply bear the risk. 

18. Th~ second potential benefit from a long-term contract is that it can 

protect the buyer and the seller when they make "relation-specific 
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investments." A relation-specific investment is a very specialized one-time 

expense for the purpose of providing a product and service tailored to a 

· particular customer, or tailored to a unique input. A classic example is a coal 

mine and a. dedicated rail spur to the mine mouth. The mining company 

builds the mine only because it expects a railroad to provide shipping service; 

likewise, the railroad builds the spur only because it expects the mining 

company to open the mine. Either party might fear exploitation by the other 

if it makes its investment without a long-term business commitment from 

the other. Once the mine is opened, the railroad that owns the spur can 

extract all of the profits from coal mining by charging an exorbitant shipping 

tariff. And, once the spur is constructed, the mine could extract all of the 

returns to railroad investment by threatening to ship coal by another mode 

(e.g. trucks) unless the railroad sets a tariff equal to the variable costs of 

shipment. A long-term, exclusive contract reached before either the mine is 

opened or the spur constructed can assure both parties that they will share 

equitably in the the value of the shipped coal, permitting each to earn a 

sufficient return on investment to justify committing funds to both assets. 

Thus, contracts can serve the purposes of economic efficiency, and be in the 

interest of both parties as well as end users, because they facilitate relation

specific investments. 

19. Despite the potential beneficial effects described in the preceding 

paragraphs, long-term, exclusive contracts are not necessarily socially 

beneficial or in the interests of both parties. The harmful effect of a long

term, exclusive contract is, of course, that it inhibits both parties in making 

alternative business arrangements that are economically more valuable but 

that, if they were pursued, would require termination of the contractual 
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arrangement. In short, contracts limit the ability of the contracting parties to 

respond to competitive offers from alternative buyers and sellers. Consider 

the coal-railroad example in a different light. Suppose a third company 

invents a new method for transporting coal by a slurry pipeline that is much 

less expensive than shipping by rail. The long-term contract between the 

mine and the railroad stands in the way of introducing the new technology, 

and so constitutes a barrier to entry for the slurry pipeline company. 

20. In most cases, long-term, exclusive contracts do not raise significant 

anticompetitive issues. If both sides of a market are competitive, buyers and 

sellers know that when they sign a contractual agreement, they are limiting 

their future courses of action -- and to some degree voluntarily giving up the 

right to use to the fullest extent the force of competition in the market for the 

contracted product or service. Presumably they enter the relationship because 

the gains from the contract exceed the loss of flexibility in future business 

relations. 

21. The dangers from contracting arise when one side of the market has 

the power to impose contract terms on the other. Because contracts limit 

flexibility, they make it difficult for new companies to do business with the 

parties to a contract, and so can create barriers to entry. Thus, if one 

contracting party is a monopolist or a member of a cartel, it can preserve its 

market power by insisting that its customers (or suppliers) sign long-term 

contracts which obligate them to continuing exercise of market power. In 

addition, a monopoly or a cartel can protect against future price competition 

by imposing a contract form that reduces or even eliminates the incentive to 

engage in price competition. For example, a seller usually offers a lower price 
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for the purpose of winning customers from competitors. If a contract form in 

an industry guarantees that the seller will automatically match or beat any 

competitive offer, and that if it does the buyer will not switch any business, all 

incentive to cut prices is removed, for a prke cut can never lead to increased 

sales. Such a contract form, therefore, guarantees a monopoly or a cartel that 

no one will ever offer a lower price than thE! going monopoly/cartel price. A 

buyer may be in a position in which there is no alternative to signing a 

contract for an essential service, even though it is clearly not in the buyer's 

interest to help a monopolist erect entry barriers. 

22. · The preceding analysis leads to a series of questions to be addressed in 

assessing the overall economic effect of a pall"ticular pattern of contracting 

practices. (1) Does a contract provision reflect an attempt to divide risks 

efficiently, or to protect relation-specific investments? (2) Does a contract 

provision make competitive entry more difficult? (3) Does a contract 

provision preserve market power and susta.in monopoly pricing? These 

questions, when applied to the contract provisions listed in Table 1, permit an 

overall assessment of whether Laidlaw's coJn.tract forms are efficiency 

enhancing or anticompetitive. 

23. Provisions 3., 4. and 5. in Table 1 affect the extent and duration of the 

buyer inflexibility created by the contract. The three-year term of the contract, 

the exclusivity provision, the rollover provision, and the buyer cancellation 

provisions determine the ease and frequency with which a buyer can find 

another supplier of waste removal services. The effect of these provisions is 

to bind buyers to Laidlaw quite tightly for a very long period of time. In the 

first instance, this prevents buyers from taking advantage of competitive 
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suppliers. Then, because of this effect and the fact that Laidlaw supplies 

essentially all containerized solid waste disposal services in the three areas at 

issue in this Application, the second consequence of these provisions is that 

new suppliers are discouraged from entering the industry. The reason is that 

when a large proportion of buyers are exclusively tied to a single supplier, the 

entrant must expect to have access to only a few customers at the time of 

entry (those with expiring contracts at that time) and then only very slowly to 

have access to more customers as the contracts expire. Hence, if entering the 

business has any significant fixed costs, extending the period until a 

significant number of customers can be attracted reduces the present value of 

the payoff to entry -- and hence reduces the incentive to enter. 

24. To understand the effects of these provisions requires thinking 

through the decision to enter by a potential competitor. Containerized solid 

waste removal service requires an investment in a truck and in containers for 

collecting waste at pickup points. It is also likely to require a certain 

minimum commitment in work hours to waste collection employees, and a 

similar commitment in advertising to announce one's presence in the 

market. Thus, to find entry attractive, a firm must expect to obtain enough 

customers quite quickly to keep the truck and collection workers fully 

occupied and to cover the other initial commitments necessary for entry. But 

once a minimum number of customers is obtained, the further scale 

economies in waste collection are very small, and diminish quite rapidly. 

(These additional economies arise from being able to design more efficient 

pick-up routings as more customers are added.) The implication is that for a 

very small company, attaining quickly a minimum number of customers is 

very important, but for a large company with several trucks and pick-up 
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routes, scale economies are not important. 

25. As discussed above, one normally associates exclusive long-term 

contracts and liquidated damages provisions to circumstances in which at 

least one party makes a relation-specific investment. These provisions 

guarantee that the party making this investment will be able· to recoup it 

either by letting the contract run to termination or by collecting damages 

when it is terminated prematurely. In waste disposal, the relation-specific 

investments are extremely limited, consisting primarily of the costs of 

negotiating the agreement. The container at the customers' site can easily be 

sold or used to provide service to a new customer if an old customer cancels 

service. Trucks can easily be rerouted to optimize pick-ups for the adjusted 

list of customers, or sold or moved to another area if sales drop substantially. 

Indeed, if the demand for waste removal services is generally growing -- as it 

inevitably does through population growth and the growth in disposable 

income - a waste disposal company will suffer only a very short period of any 

excess capacity at all. It can simply remove a container to the next new 

customer, and redirect the routing to pick up waste at the new site in 

replacement of the old. Consequently, there is no economic rationale for 

either a long-term contract or liquidated damages. The large company does 

not need to guarantee a minimum number of customers (as the small 

company must to justify its initial entry), and has no significant fixed or 

relation-specific costs to protect. Thus, the only important economic effect of 

these provisions is to make competition more difficult, and to create barriers 

to entry. 

26. The provisions in Contract Forms #2, #3 and #5 for allowable 
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customer cancellation are indicative of the purpose of the other parts of 

provisions 3., 4., and 5. in Table 1. If Laidlaw had a cost at stake in long-term 

relations, it would not provide an easy escape for businesses about to close or 

to leave Laidlaw service areas. One would expect Laidlaw to assert the right to 

recover remaining costs associated with initiating containerized solid waste 

disposal services to a business after service was terminated if the initial 

provision of service required a significant long-term commitment by Laidlaw. 

For example, one does not observe banks forgiving mortgages when a 

business fails or moves. If collecting these costs after closure or move were 

difficult, one would expect an offsetting contract provision. For example, the 

contract could contain not only a monthly fee, but an "installation charge" to 

begin service. Note that if the relation-specific investments associated with 

waste removal were 30 percent of the monthly fee (as implied by the 

liquidated damages provision of Contract Form #5), the corresponding 

installation charge -- the discounted present value of thirty percent of 36 

monthly payments -- in some.cases would be as little as a couple of hundred 

dollars, which is hardly an insurmountable obstacle to a typical business 

customer. Thus, there is no plausible explanation for these provisions other 

than to create an entry barrier by making customer purchase decisions 

inflexible. 

27. Excessive liquidated damages provisions add to the entry barrier 

created by a long-term, exclusive contract. To induce a customer to terminate 

a contract before the term has expired, a competitor must either pay the 

damages or charge a compensatingly lower price. Thus, assessing liquidated 

damages equal to six months fees (Contract Form #3) or thirty percent of 

remaining fees (Contract Form #5) constitutes a substantial entry barrier 
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because the cancellation penalty amounts to so large a fraction of the contract 

price. 

28. The .. llltomatic rollover provision in the contract forms constitutes a 

barrier to entry yet has no significant efficiency benefit. Requiring positive 

action to renew a contract imposes very little cost on either party, and so, 

conversely, essentially no economic benefit is produced by avoiding the 

requirement that the customer positively indicate that the contract is 

renewed. The default alternative, of course, is that once the contract expires, a 

short-term contract is implied -- say, cancellation can henceforth be 

undertaken by either party on 30-days notice. Even if there were relation

specific investments, they presumably are recovered by the first contract term, 

so the seller would experience no loss by the automatic continuation on a 

short-term basis, and has no efficiency reason to rollover punitive liquidated 

damages provisions. 

29. The functional effect of automatic rollover is not to enhance the 

efficiency of the buyer-seller relationship, but to tie up the buyer into 

perpetuity if the opportunity for seeking another alternative is not taken in a 

very narrow window of time. Because solid waste disposal is a small part of 

the cost of running the vast majority of businesses, a buyer may not find it 

worthwhile actively to seek another offer because so little is at stake in 

finding a lower cost alternative. Or, during the narrow window of time when 

alternatives are possible, no viable competitor may be available, owing in part 

to the overall effect of the contract forms. The contract form prevents buyers 

from temporizing by waiting to negotiate a new long-term agreement until 

enough buyers have expired contracts so that competitive entry is viable. 
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Thus, the long-term rollover provision -- committing the buyer to another 

long period of inflexibility -- has no efficiency rationale, and can be explained 

only on the basis of its function as a barrier to entry. 

30. The right to compete and right of ref~sal provisions of contracts enable 

Laidlaw to reduce still further the incentive of others to offer competitive 

service. Laidlaw knows when customer contracts are expiring, and certainly 

can, in a timely fashion, offer a customer a competitive change in contract 

provisions upon expiry of the initial term. Requiring the customer to 

provide information about bids from other companies does not help Laidlaw 

understand its own costs any better. The sole function is to allow Laidlaw to 

know who is competing with it and on what terms before the competitor 

succeeds in obtaining a single customer. Thus, Laidlaw does not have to 

respond to competition by lowering prices generally. Instead, it can target 

price reductions only on the customer a competitor seeks to acquire, thereby 

reducing the costs of effectively competing and, indeed, of using predatory or 

disciplinary pricing to dissuade price competition. Moreover, by reducing the 

likely success of a competitive offer, Laidlaw's notification requirement 

serves to reduce the expected profitability of attempting to lure a customer 

from Laidlaw. The effect is not only to retard entry, but also to encourage 

collusive pricing if there are any other competitors in a market. Specifically, 

this contract provision enlists buyers as the agent for enforcing a collusive 

pricing agreement, ·should one exist, by requiring that they immediately 

report any "cheating" on the collusive agreement to the threatened 

competitor. 

31. The right of refusal in Contract Form #1 is an extremely pernicious 
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provision. It guarantees Laidlaw the right to retain a customer if it offers the 

same contract provision. The obvious effect of the provision is to reduce 

even further the chance that a competitor will win away a customer. But the 

more pernicious effect is that it can force a customer to continue dealing with 

Laidlaw when the customer would be better off dealing with another 

containerized commercial solid waste disposal company. For example, both 

companies may offer exactly the same contract terms, but Laidlaw's 

competitor may have a reputation for pursuing a less aggressive policy with 

respect to cost pass-through provisions. Or, the competitor may use less 

unsightly equipment and containers, or may employ workers who exercise 

more care in collecting waste, creating less litter and imposing less wear-and

tear on container storage sites. In general, contracts do not do a very good job 

in dealing with the qualitative aspects of service, and in this particular case, 

they contain no relevant provisions at all -- except those that hold Laidlaw 

not liable for some forms of poor service. 

32. Finally, consider the pricing provisions, which are items 1. and 2. in 

Table 1. Contract provisions often do contain automatic price adjustments 

that attempt to account for inflation, for to do so enables the parties to assure 

that unanticipated inflation will not provide a windfall to one or the other. 

Inflation adjustments, therefore, generally enhance the value of contracts, 

and so are efficiency enhancing. In this case, however, the "negative option" 

aspect of price changes goes well. beyond the kind of provisions necessary to 

adjust for inflation. In essence, the negative option provisions in Contract 

Forms #2 and #3 assure Laidlaw the power to adjust prices to the monopoly 

level as long as there are no other suitable competitors in the market. 

Because the provisions give Laidlaw the opportunity for automatic 
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cancellation if the buyer refuses the price increase, Laidlaw can effectively 

threaten a customer that it will withhold service if its demands are not met. 

H a price change is proposed at a time when no other firm offers waste 

removal services, Laidlaw can at that moment impose a monopoly price for 

the duration of the contract (past a time in the future, but before contract 

expiration, when, hypothetically, a competitor might enter). 

33. In addition, the negative option can sometimes lead to monopoly 

prices even when competitors are present. Containerized solid waste 

removal services are typically a minor cost item to a business. Consequently, 

a business manager may not find it worthwhile to devote time and effort to 

monitoring whether the waste removal fee is competitive. H Laidlaw 

proposes an increase, the manager has but fifteen days to respond negatively. 

To respond in an informed fashion, the manager would need to contact other 

waste removal companies to determine whether the new price proposal was 

unjustified. Ascertaining these prices when only a few dollars are at stake, 

and especially under a short time deadline, is likely to be regarded as not 

worth the effort in some cases. Moreover, if a negative response is made, the 

business manager faces the immediate possible necessity of negotiating a new 

waste removal agreement within still another short period -- only ten days 

under Contract Form #3. Contract negotiations are a form of relation-specific 

investments - costs undertaken to do business with a particular party. 

Because businesses generally cannot fail to arrange for solid waste disposal, 

they must undertake these new business arrangements when Laidlaw cancels 

a contract. Thus, the threat of contract cancellation when a price proposal is 

refused further dampens the incentive to pay attention to the price proposals, 

much less to reject them. 
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34. Thus, I conclude that the negative option/ seller cancellation 

provisions in Contract Forms #1, #2 and #3 go beyond the inflation 

adjustment provisions that could be justified on efficiency grounds. 

Automatic inflation adjustments are valuable because they enable the 

contracting parties to avoid the costs of renegotiation or arbitrary risk 

allocation due to unanticipated inflation. But these contract provisions go 

beyond this to assure Laidlaw the power to impose long-term monopoly 

prices when no other supplier is in the market (even if the absence of 

competition would otherwise be temporary), and to impose excess prices on 

buyers even when the market has a competitor because buyers lack the 

incentive to resist. They therefore facilitate the abuse of Laidlaw's dominant 

position in the market. 

35. Taken together, the contract provisions listed in Table 1 reveal a 

distinct anticompetitive pattern. The provisions regarding term, cancellation, 

rollover, right to compete, and right of refusal serve no beneficial economic 

purpose. Instead, they enable.Laidlaw to retard entry, to chill price 

competition, and otherwise to perpetuate market power. The pricing 

provisions go beyond those necessary to take into account inflation risks, and 

instead confer upon Laidlaw the possibility of extracting more monopoly 

benefits as market conditions warrant. 

36. These conclusions regarding contract provisions are closely related to 

the analytics of antitrust economics. To ascertain whether a firm has 

unwarranted market power requires undertaking a three-step analysis: (1) 

defining the relevant market for purposes of antitrust analysis; (2) 
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ascertaining whether the firm has and exercises market power; and (3) 

determining whether the firm attained the power to control prices and 

exclude competitors by legitimate means (that is, by superior business 

efficiency and foresight) or by monopolizing acts. 

37. In this report, I do not attempt a definitive treatment of any of these 

issues. Instead, my purpose is to state how my analysis of the contract forms 

sheds light on each of these issues. 

38. With respect to market definition, the Director has proposed that the 

relevant markets in this case are containerized solid waste removal 

(presumably of nonhazardous materials) for commercial customers in the 

three districts mentioned in paragraph 1. The accepted approach to market 

definition is to define a market as a product or service (and the buyers and 

sellers involved in it) that can profitably be monopolized. This, in tum, 

requires examining the issues of demand substitution and supply 

substitution. Demand substitution refers to the ability of customers to shift to 

other products and services. Supply substitution refers to the ability of other 

companies in the same business to expand production, or new firms to enter 

to serve tre same customers. 

39. Obviously, the three geographic areas are distinct from the perspective 

of the demand side. It would be not only uneconomic (because of transport 

costs) but in many areas illegal for Laidlaw's customers to truck their solid 

waste to an adjacent community and there arrange waste disposal. The 

illegality arises from the requirement that waste disposal sites be used only for 

disposing of local wastes. Laidlaw has made use of this requirement by 
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accusing (apparently falsely) a competitor of using one disposal site to dump 

waste from another locality. 

40. The core issue in this case is supply substitution: the ability of existing 

companies or new ones to enter one of the ~ree geographic areas for the 

purpose of offering service to Laidlaw's customers. In one sense, expanding 

service capabilities in an area is quite easy: a company merely drives in a new 

truck and hires a crew. But the contractforms play an essential role here. In 

the absence of the contract forms entry might be sufficiently easy so that the 

local market in one district could not be monopolized because of entry from 

adjacent areas. But in this case, the contract form retards this entry. By 

creating an entry barrier in one market, the contract provisions prevent the 

reallocation of resources that would have to be possible for the adjacent 

markets to be integrated through supply substitution. Hence, the effect of the 

contracts on ease of entry and incentives for price competition plays a key role 

in defining the markets. In this instance, the contract forms enable one 

geographic area to be monopolized, regardless of competitive conditions in an 

adjacent area and the ease with which resources can be moved from one 

location to the next. One effect of the contract forms is to segment the market, 

so that each can be separately monopolized. 

41. A firm has market power if it can sustain prices substantially above the 

competitive level and can exclude competitors who match or beat its terms. 

The analysis of the effect of the contract forms bears directly on this issue. It 

explains how the pricing provisions facilitate the exercise of monopoly 

power, and how the right to compete and right of refusal facilitate collusive 

pricing and otherwise chill price competition. It also explains how these 
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contract provisions exclude competitors. 

42. A more subtle aspect of the contract provisions is that they reveal 

market power over buyers. As explained in the previous paragraph, buyers 

derive no value from any of the contract provisions. Buyers would be willing 

to sacrifice the flexibility of short-term business arrangements only if there 

were a corresponding economic benefit, arising from an efficiency that was 

created by the contract. No such compensating efficiency exists in this case. 

Consequently, buyers gain nothing from the various provisions in the 

contract that retard competition by restricting buyer flexibility. Hence, the 

very fact that nearly all buyers sign such contracts is evidence that Laidlaw has 

and exercises market power. 

43. The final issue pertains to how this market power was obtained, and 

then maintained. Laidlaw acquired a high market share in each district by 

acquiring competitors. It maintained market power by adopting the contract 

provisions outlined here, forcing customers to adhere to them, and 

vigorously enforcing these contract provisions through litigation and threats 

of litigation. 

44. Enforcing legitimate contractual rights through litigation is, or course, 

hardly a monopolizing act. However, it is a monopolizing act in two 

circumstances. First, one-sided contract terms that are forced on customers 

for the purpose of erecting a barrier to entry are not legitimate contract 

provisions. Second, aggressively defending such provisions creates still 

another barrier to entry -- the entrant must bear the costs of litigating and of 

delaying entry while litigation is pending. Thus, use of litigation becomes a 
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monopolizing act when its purpose is strategically to create still another entry 

barrier for the purposes of extending the period of monopoly power. 

45. With respect to Laidlaw's actions in the three districts, the key to 

maintaining market power is the anticompetitive elements of the contract, 

combined with aggressive use of threats of litigation to enforce them. These 

actions are not tied to any superior efficiency of Laidlaw. They do not allow 

containerized solid waste disposal services to be provided more cheaply to 

commercial customers or to society more generally. Instead, they serve only 

to raise the costs others would face in providing a substitute for Laidlaw's 

services, thereby reducing, not increasing, the efficiency of solid waste 

removal. Obtaining or retaining market power by using strategies that reduce 

economic efficiency is a monopolizing act. 

46. In summary, the contract provisions pertain to all of the steps 

necessary to conclude that Laidlaw's contract forms ought to be declared 

invalid on the grounds that they are anticompetitive. 
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